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Abstract: 

Descriptions of English and other languages have claimed that voiced and voiceless intervocalic 

stops are often lenited to fricatives and approximants in connected speech. Few acoustic analyses 

of factors that affect this reduction have been reported for American English [cf. Lavoie (2001), 

Tucker & Warner (2011)]. In this analysis, intervocalic voiceless stops produced in bisyllabic 

words during story reading are examined (participants N=17). The rates of lenition in this study, 

however, were very small in number. 

 

Of the reductions that do occur, the first result shows that speakers never lenite voiceless stops to 

approximants, except when /t/ is produced as the approximant implementation of a flap. This 

shows that voiced and voiceless stop reduction processes inherently behave differently. Second, 

stress and vowel reduction play an integral role: 33% of stops produced as fricatives occur when 

stress is on the preceding syllable (e.g. “taco”); 4% when stress is on the following syllable (e.g. 

“account”). The rate of reduction is significantly lower when stops are surrounded by two full 

vowels and higher when they are followed by schwa. Third, fricative reduction is most common 

for /k/, since full closures may be most effortful in the velar region. Conversely, voiced stop 

reduction is most common for /p/. 
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1 Introduction 

 Lenition has been defined as a process of phonological weakening that occurs in a 

predictable phonological environment or in historic sound change, the latter occurring in the 

change from Latin vita to Spanish vida, and the former occurring in Spanish’s allophonic vida, in 

which the intervocalic consonant is realized as a voiced fricative /ð/ (Bauer 1988). It has been 

assumed, however, that lenition is largely affected by phonetic conditions (Gurevich 2004). 

Many hierarchies of lenition have been proposed, perhaps most notably that of Gurevich (2011), 

in which voiceless stops may become voiced stops, stops may become flaps, obstruents may 

debuccalize or become glides, and some sounds may be completely elided. Lavoie (2001) puts 

forth a similar hierarchy through several overlapping perspectives regarding the process of 

lenition (Deletion, Sonority, Effort, and Gestural), all of which boil down to some sort of 

phonetically driven weakening. More simply put, lenition consists of a shift in the direction of 

higher sonority and, eventually, toward complete deletion (Lavoie 2001). 

The aforementioned proposed hierarchies, however, are called into question in other 

studies concerning American English. The findings of Bouavichith and Davidson (2013) show 

that intervocalic voiced stops in American English are most often reduced to approximants, 

seemingly skipping any sort of reduction by spirantization or fricativization before leniting 

further. Warner and Tucker (2011) found that voiceless stops sometimes become voiced or 

approximantized, whereas voiced stops are realized as approximants or vowel-like sounds when 

between vowels and/or sonorants; the results of this study also exclude frication as a step on the 

reduction hierarchy. Furthermore, it may be possible that the perspective of Kaplan (2010) is 

most fitting in regards to American English. According to Kaplan (2010) and Bauer (2008), 

fricatives can be considered more effortful than stops due to the degree of precision required of 
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the active articulator. If lenition is thought of as a reduction of articulatory effort, lenition from a 

stop to a fricative is paradoxical, since stops require less muscle control than the precisely 

configured constriction of fricative productions (e.g. Perkell 1997). Within this framework, a 

hierarchy could be proposed in which sounds are least likely to lenite to fricatives, followed by 

stops, approximants, and eventually vowels and elision. Considering the absence of any fricative 

realizations in Bouavichith and Davidson’s experiment, this hierarchy may be valid. This may 

also suggest that the phonetic process of lenition in connected speech does not necessarily mirror 

the phonological model in place or what is found in phonological processes, which may indicate 

that lenition is language-specific in nature. 

 In their multilinguistic analyses, Lavoie (2001) and Gurevich (2004) both found that 

fricativization seems to be the most common form of weakening in the case of voiceless stops, 

something not represented by Bouavichith and Davidson (2013) or Warner and Tucker (2011), 

which may support a language-specific lenition model. That said, Lavoie hypothesizes that the 

combination of fricativization and voicing really represent approximantization, which is the most 

common form of reduction in Bouavichith and Davidson’s analysis of voiced stops. Based on 

Lavoie’s work, one would expect a sizable percentage of voiceless stops to reduce to fricatives 

and few to no examples of lenition to approximants, though, according to Warner and Tucker 

(2011), approximantization is not an uncommon realization of reduced voiceless stops in 

American English. 

Lavoie also states the importance of a sound’s environment in relation to lenition. In her 

study of American English and Mexican Spanish, she found that stress patterns are a substantial 

determinant of duration, which is a strong indication of reduction (2001). Lavoie states that 

tokens that are followed by stressed syllables display longer duration and, thus, a lower rate of 
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lenition, whereas tokens in a non-pre-stress position (for our purposes, consonants following a 

stressed syllable) have the weakest consonants and the highest number of lenited (in almost all 

cases approximantized) realizations. This is consistent with Bouavichith and Davidson’s 

findings, which indicate that a voiced stop’s reduction to an approximant is largely affected by 

stress: 51% of stops tested became approximants when stress preceded the sound; only 7% of 

stops did so when stress followed. Warner and Tucker (2011) find that post-stress consonants 

produced more reduction based on duration measurements, but less reduction as measured by all 

other significant factors, making stress a difficult variable to assess; in examining other factors, 

they found that consonants are more reduced between two unstressed vowels. Lavoie asserts, 

however, that stress-conditioned lenition patterns are purely phonetic and very seldom 

phonologized (except in the case of the /t d/ à /ɾ/ flap variation in American English), which is 

consistent with Bouavichith and Davidson’s finding that /b/ and /g/ do not appear to have /ɾ/-like 

equivalents, based on duration and intensity measurements. 

An example of phonologized lenition occurs in Spanish, in which voiced stops are 

phonologically reduced to voiced spirants, most commonly produced as approximants (e.g. /b d 

g/ become more approximant-like productions of /β ð ɣ/) (Lavoie 2001). This has been labeled a 

case of phonological assimilation, in which intervocalic voiced stops acquire the [+continuant] 

feature from the surrounding vowels, though recent studies have described this spirantization as a 

gradual phenomenon rather than a categorical one, conditioned by stress, among other phonetic 

factors (Ortega-Llebaria 2004). The reductions described by Ortega-Llebaria match those 

described by Bouavichith and Davidson (2013), in that stress patterns seem to be the main 

impetus for stop lenition, though Ortega-Llebaria categorized the lenited realizations as 

fricatives, while Bouavichith and Davidson found reductions to be approximant-like in nature. 
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Ortega-Llebaria found, however, that spirantization occurs most commonly preceding a stressed 

syllable, whereas Bouavichith & Davidson (2013) found that reduction (chiefly in the form of 

approximantization) occurs most frequently following stressed syllables. This inconsistency 

raises questions regarding fricativization’s place in a proposed lenition hierarchy, which will be 

tested and discussed. 

Conversely, voiceless stops in Spanish are much less likely to lenite intervocalically, as 

they are not widely posited to represent a phonologized rule. Colantoni and Marinascu (2010) 

state that voiceless stops lenite to partially or fully voiced stops, whereas voiced stops tend to 

become approximants, which is consistent with Lavoie’s (2001) assertion that lenited voiced 

stops in Spanish are phonologically lenited to fricatives; the phonetic realization of these fricated 

sounds, however, are further lenited, realized in a more approximant-like way. 

Finally, in considering the qualities of a target’s surrounding vowels, Warner and Tucker 

(2011) compare full vowels to reduced schwa realizations without examining vowel height and 

find a greater rate of consonant reduction preceding schwa than before a full vowel. Kingston 

(2007) argues that despite opposing arguments in the phonological literature, differences in the 

height of the surrounding vowels are too small to have any practical effect on reduction or 

lenition rates. Bouavichith and Davidson (2013) examined vowel height in a post-hoc analysis 

and found that, consistent with Kingston’s claim, surrounding vowels had no significant effect 

on stop reduction. For this reason, vowel quality will only be considered in relation to stress and 

schwa reduction. 

This study is an attempt to construct a hierarchy of lenition amongst all stops in 

American English. It also takes into account the similarities and differences regarding stop 

reduction in American English and in Spanish, a language whose stop lenition has been studied 
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extensively and in which intervocalic voiced stop lenition has become phonologized and presents 

several similarities with patterns seen in American English voiced stops (Bouavichith & 

Davidson 2013). Comparing these languages may shed light on the presence or absence of cross-

linguistic tendencies with regards to lenition processes. The study includes certain factors such as 

stress patterns and duration of closures and bursts, which have been discussed as relevant factors 

in previous research, but are not represented within one controlled experiment. It also serves as a 

continuation of Bouavichith and Davidson’s (2013) study in providing a full account of 

American English stop lenition with a consistent methodology. In short, this study is an 

extension of previous experiments and methodologies to provide a fuller picture of categorical 

and continuous analyses of stop lenition in American English. 

Having compiled data and established results from previous research, it is possible to 

make predictions regarding voiceless stop reduction in American English. Each hypothesis draws 

on a different body of work to inform its prediction, though the first is most consistent with the 

previous research on voiced stop reduction by Bouavichith and Davidson (2013). As such, these 

hypotheses are not mutually exclusive from one another. 

1. Voiceless stops will reduce most often to voiced stops or to approximants [as voiced 

stops did in Bouavichith and Davison (2013)], opposing Gurevich’s hierarchy of 

fricativization, debuccalization, and gliding (2011). It is possible that, consistent with 

Kaplan’s hypothesis (2010), fricativization represents a higher and thus less sonorous 

level on the lenition hierarchy. As Lavoie (2004) and Warner and Tucker (2011) 

state, voicing is one of the most common forms of lenition, therefore voiceless stops 

will most often weaken into voiced stops, and perhaps to something further along 

within the lenition hierarchy. With this prediction, one would expect a greater degree 
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of voicing among voiceless targets—and potentially approximantization as well—

especially following stress (e.g. [tobæz] or [toɰæz] as topaz). 

2. Because voiceless stops are produced with aspirated bursts, they may be more likely 

to become fricated relative to voiced stops. Because closure duration is known to 

reduce in cases of lenition, the burst—a period of partial articulatory closure and 

aperiodic noise, much like a fricative—remains. As in Lavoie’s (2001) study of 

English and Spanish consonant lenition, the weakening of a stop can trigger a leak of 

high-energy noise through the closure. This, combined with the presence of bursts, 

may categorize tokens (especially those following a stressed syllable) as fricatives. 

3. Stop lenition will reflect the pattern seen in Mexican Spanish, in which voiced stops 

tend to reduce in connected speech (primarily to fricatives and approximants) 

(Ortega-Llebaria 2004), and voiceless stops tend to lenite to voiced stops or avoid 

reduction altogether. While this is a phonologically codified rule in Spanish, a similar 

phonetically driven process in American English may be present. 

4. Voiceless stops in American English will follow Gurevich’s account of ‘ɾ-languages’ 

(Taiwanese, Efik, etc.), in which intervocalic /p k/ voice and spirantize, while /t/ is 

realized as a flap (2004). While this system is relatively unlikely, one would expect 

different realizations for /p/ and /k/ than for /t/, considering the phonologized /ɾ/ 

realization following stressed syllables in American English. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Participants 

 Seventeen native speakers of American English, eight female and nine male, all between 

the ages of 18 and 25, participated in this study. All speakers were students at New York 

University, but were from various regions around the United States. All participants were 

compensated for their time. 

2.2 Stimuli 

 The voiceless stops /p t k/ were investigated, each with multiple stimulus words in each 

of four environments. There were a total of 39 stimuli, all of which were bisyllabic. The four 

environments were designated in relation to stress and vowel reduction. Two of these 

environments comprised words with full vowels surrounding the target consonant: one with 

stress preceding the target consonant (N = 12) (e.g. topaz, duty, khaki) and one with stress 

following the target consonant (N = 9) (e.g. toupee, routine, cocaine). The other two 

environments consisted of words containing one syllable with a full vowel and one syllable with 

a reduced vowel /əә/: əәCV (N = 10) (e.g. apart, atop, account) and VCəә (N = 8) (e.g. open, 

cottage, sicken). Additional consideration was required in the case of target consonant /t/ in first 

syllable stress environments to test non-flapped /t/ in this environment. Three additional words—

protein, Botox, and rotate—were added for this reason. The breakdown for stress and place of 

articulation is shown in Table 1. 
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Target Consonant Stress preceding consonant 

(topaz, cottage) 

Stress following consonant 

(cocaine, apart) 

p 6 6 

t 9 7 

k 5 6 

 
Table 1. Number of stimulus tokens for each consonant and stress location 

 
 The target words were embedded in sentences within four semantically coherent short 

stories. Target words were embedded phrase-medially, as to avoid any prosodic, intonational, or 

glottalizing effects associated with phrase edges. Only one repetition of each word was included 

in the passages. When finding an appropriate word to fit certain environments became difficult, 

proper names were used: Becky, Botox, Japan, and Scottish. 

2.3 Procedure 

Participants read four passages at a normal speech rate. If mistakes were made, subjects 

were asked to repeat the entire phrase after the entire passage had been read. Participants were 

recorded in a sound-protected booth using a Shure WH30XLR Cardioid Condenser head-

mounted microphone and a TASCAM DR-40 digital recorder. Recordings were segmented and 

analyzed using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2012) and SPSS (IBM Corp.) 

2.4 Data Coding 

 Target words were coded in order to examine categorical variables and to take continuous 

measurements. For the categorical variables, targets were given one of four labels: voiceless 

stop, voiced stop, fricative, approximant. A token was labeled as a voiceless stop if, in the 

closure period there was a clear cessation of all formants, leaving a period of silence between 

bordering vowels with no voicing. Voiceless stops were also identified by the presence of bursts; 
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the closure and burst times for all stops were measured as well. A token was labeled as a voiced 

stop in the same way, aside from the presence of voicing. A token was coded as a fricative if 

there was aperiodic noise throughout the duration of the closure, voiced or not. If there was 

retention of formant structure and voicing throughout the closure, the token was coded as an 

approximant. No distinction was made between weak and strong formants as was done by 

Warner and Tucker (2011); a closure with any presence of formants was coded as an 

approximant. Tokens in the phonologized flap environment—post-stress /t/ tokens—were coded 

based on their categorical qualities as stops or approximants. The segmentation of fricatives 

began at the cessation of F2, and was characterized by the presence of aperiodic noise. 

Approximants were segmented using multiple criteria: in some tokens, there was a complete 

cessation of F3 during the closure period, which marked the segmented token; in other tokens, 

approximants were segmented based on a sudden decrease in intensity during the closure period. 

Examples of each category—voiceless stops, voiced stops, fricatives, approximants—can be 

found in Figures 1-6. 

 

Figure 1. Voiceless stop realization of /t/ in ‘routine 
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Figure 2. Voiceless stop realization of /k/ in ‘okay’ 

 

 

Figure 3. Voiced stop realization of /t/ in ‘duty’ 

 

 

Figure 4. Fricative realization of /t/ in ‘critique’ 
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Figure 5. Fricative realization of /k/ in ‘tycoon’ 

 

 

Figure 6. Approximant realization of /t/ in ‘city’ 

 

 In addition to categorical variables, consonants were segmented in Praat to take duration 

measurements (Boersma & Weenink 2012). For voiceless and voiced stops, the closure period 

was defined as the period between the offset of F2 and the beginning of the burst. The duration 

of the burst period was also measured. An example of closure and burst segmentation can be 

found in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Closure and burst segments of a stop realization of /p/ in ‘opaque’ 

 
 Bouavichith and Davidson (2013) determined that intensity, as expected, increased in 

approximant realization. Due to a complete lack of approximant realizations outside the 

phonologized alveolar flap environment, however, intensity measurements were not recorded or 

analyzed. 

 

3 Results 

 A total of 658 tokens were analyzed, out of a possible 663 (39 stimulus targets x 17 

speakers). The remaining tokens were discarded due to mispronunciation, incorrect stress 

placement, or reading disfluencies. 

3.1 Categorical variables 

3.1.1 Response Type 

 As seen in Figure 8, the vast majority of tokens did not lenite or reduce in any way and 

were, thus, realized as voiceless stops; the remaining responses were not statistically significant 

and will therefore be analyzed qualitatively, rather than quantitatively. 
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Figure 8. All tokens, grouped by response type. 

 
 The first categorical analysis is that between voiceless and voiced stops. Voiced stops are 

expected realizations for /t/ following stressed syllables. Aside from the phonological flap 

environment, voiced stop realizations are most common with /p/ (N=10), then /t/ (N=4 (in non-

flap environments)), and no voiced stop realizations were found for /k/. 

 Fricatives, hypothesized to be a common realization, were not so. That said, 

fricativization occurred most frequently with /k/ (N=12), then /t/ (N=4), then /p/ (N=3). 

Approximants, too, were sparsely represented within lenited realizations and only occurred in 

flap-position /t/ targets; no approximantization of /k/ or /p/ was observed. 

3.1.2 Stress Patterns 

 While, again, there were not enough lenited tokens to make statistically supported claims, 

it seems apparent that the presence of stress in the syllable preceding the target consonant has 

some sort of impact on whether or not the target lenites. This is consistent with Bouavichith and 
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Davidson’s findings for voiced stops (2013). All realizations that are not voiceless stops occur 

more often in first-syllable stressed words than not, as seen in Table 2. 

 

 
Table 2. Frequency of each response type based on target consonant and stress. 

 
3.2 Continuous variables 

3.2.1 Total duration 

 As we have seen, reduced duration has been determined to be associated with stop 

reduction, especially following stressed vowels (Bouavichith & Davidson 2013, Ohala 1983, 

Warner & Tucker 2011). A continuous analysis of total closure duration has been added to 

complement the categorical analysis. All realizations were coded to include total duration; 

voiceless and voiced stop realizations also made distinctions of closure and burst durations, 

which will be examined in Section 3.22. 

 A one-way ANOVA was completed for total duration with target sound, phonetic 

response type, and stress patterns as factors. The main effect of target sound was significant 

[F(2,655) = 19.069, p < .05]. The main effect of response type was also significant [F(3,654) = 

260.235, p < .05], as was the main effect of stress [F(1,656) = 661.021, p < .05]. Post-hoc Tukey 

tests were completed for both factors as well. It was determined that both /p/ and /k/ are both 

significantly longer than /t/ (/p/=.105,  /k/=.104, /t/=.085, p <.05), but not significantly different 

from each other. This is not surprising, considering the phonologized flap position in American 

 First syllable stress Second syllable stress 
p t k p t k 

 

voiceless stop 89 52 78 100 113 96 
voiced stop 8 29 0 2 3 0 
fricative 3 2 7 0 2 5 
approximant 0 69 0 0 0 0 
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English. It was also determined that all phonetic realizations (voiceless stop, voiced stop, 

fricative, approximant) present significantly different durations (voiceless stops=.110, 

fricatives=.099, voiced stops=.052, approximants=.019, p < .05), except between voiceless stops 

and fricatives, which may support a revised hierarchy of lenition. 

 The relative lack of fricatives, however, shows that spirantization/fricativization may not 

be nearly as common a reduction for voiceless stops as previously imagined. The count of 

lenition instances (barring phonologized flap realizations), compared to the findings for voiced 

stops (Bouavichith & Davidson 2013), demonstrates that voiceless stops may be less likely to 

reduce in general, with only 36 instances of non-flap environment reductions out of the 658 

target responses. 

3.2.2 Closure and burst duration 

 One-way ANOVA tests were also completed for closure and burst duration 

measurements. In the case of closure duration, the main effect of stress was statistically 

significant [F(1,568) = 37.678, p < .05], as were all target consonants were significantly different 

[F(2,567) = 98.59, p < .05] and all response types [F(1,568) = 97.876, p < .05]. As seen in Table 

4, /p/ represents the greatest closure duration and /t/ the shortest. Nearly all of the voiced stops 

represented are /t/, so the closure duration decreases in these flap instances where there is clear 

reduction. 

 
Target Mean N Std. Deviation 

p .063050 199 .0121438 
t .044797 197 .0162339 
k .049023 174 .0115453 
Total .052460 570 .0156778 

 
Table 4. Closure duration means (in seconds) based on target consonant. 
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In the case of burst duration, the main effect of stress was significant [F(1,568) = 

425.373, p < .05], as were the effect of response type [F(1,568) = 64.410, p < .05] and the effect 

of target consonants [F(2,567) = 29.733, p < .05]. A post-hoc Tukey test determined all target 

consonants were significantly different from each other. Burst duration tends to vary much more 

based on stress patterns than closure duration does; a sizable increase in duration is noted for 

targets preceding a stressed vowel, as seen in Tables 5 and 6. 

 
Stress Mean N Std. Deviation 
First Syllable .032688 256 .0219674 
Second Syllable .070175 314 .0212682 
Total .053339 570 .0285201 

 
Table 5. Burst duration means (in seconds) based on stress. 

 
 First syllable stress Second syllable stress 

p t k p t k 
Duration .0264 .0417 .0312 .0570 .0776 .0752 

 
Table 6. Burst duration means (in seconds) based on stress and target consonant. 

 
4 Discussion 

The absence of lenited realizations in this study shows that no significant amount of 

lenition occurs at all in American English voiceless stops (aside from flaps), a fact that will 

frame the responses to each of the four original hypotheses. Despite their sparse representation, 

the lenited consonants did help to support the claim of stress patterns’ effect on reduction. 

Because target consonants were segmented both categorically and continuously, Warner and 

Tucker’s (2011) claim that only post-stress environments display duration-based evidence of 
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reduction can be refuted, as both duration and categorical response type were affected by 

preceding stress. 

In terms of the types of realizations seen for each target consonant, an articulatory 

argument can best explain the observed results. Bilabial stop /p/ was observed to reduce most 

commonly to a voiced stop realization, whereas velar stop /k/ most commonly became fricated. 

The differences between mean closure and burst durations of /p/, /t/, and /k/ can also be 

explained articulatorily, which may give a clue as to why /k/ presents higher rates of frication 

than the other two target consonants and why /p/ presents higher rates of voicing than the other 

two targets. The bilabial consonant shows a longer closure period and shorter burst period than 

the other targets, which is the inverse of /k/. The velar closure consists of a greater physical 

movement of an articulator much larger than the lips or tongue blade (Cho & Ladefoged 1999). 

This, paired with /k/’s tendency to produce a longer (and often double) stop burst, makes it 

susceptible to fricativization. The lips, however, are much quicker to create a full stop. The 

reduced duration triggered by preceding stress causes voicing to bleed from the surrounding 

vowels to the intervocalic consonant.  

As previously proposed, the variation seen within the total duration analysis, coupled 

with analyses of categorical frequency and closure and burst durations may suggest a revised 

hierarchy of lenition processes. Despite the findings of Warner and Tucker (2011), duration was 

observed to be a valid and consistent indicator of stop lenition. Within this revised hierarchy, 

fricatives might be represented as less sonorous than voiceless stops, or fricativization might be 

completely removed from Gurevich’s proposed system of graded lenition (2011), leaving the 

following hierarchy: (FRICATIVE = VOICELESS STOP) > VOICED STOP > APPROXIMANT > ELISION. It 
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is also worth noting the very low rate of lenition in general, which may indicate that voiceless 

stops in American English have a natural tendency to avoid reduction in general. 

This hierarchy does account for the fricativization of /k/ realizations due to the 

infrequency of these realizations. A possible explanation might suggest an even more 

categorized hierarchy that is target phoneme-specific, but it lacks evidence, given the statistical 

insignificance of the study’s results. It may be more prudent to suggest that these instances of 

fricativized lenition were due to chance. What this discrepancy of lenition realizations shows, 

however, is that reductions are certainly not strictly conditioned by rules within a language’s 

phonology. 

Both Lavoie and Gurevich frame the question of phonetic influence in comparison to 

codified phonological processes. In Gurevich (2004), 92% of examined lenition processes are not 

neutralizing, which is to say the resulting productions of tokens are not represented by phonemic 

sounds in the language of origin but, rather, allophones of the token. Here is where we might be 

able to describe voiceless stops’ resistance to lenition processes. In the case of voiced stops in 

American English (Bouvaichith & Davidson 2013), stops lenited most frequently to 

approximants or approximant-like sounds that were not phonemically distinctive from the target. 

Because the first step below voiceless stops on the lenition hierarchy is represented by voiced 

stops, and /b d g/ are phonemic in American English, voiceless stops are much less likely to 

lenite in risk of confusing listeners (e.g. hearing ‘beggy’ rather than Becky, a nonexistent, but 

phonologically reasonable word in American English). Additionally, for this reason voiceless 

stops would need to lenite two steps on this hierarchy (i.e. to approximants) to avoid being 

realized as phonemes in the inventory; this movement would thus make lenited voiced and 

voiceless stops indistinguishable once reduced. This argument also explains the systematic 
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lenition of vida described in the Introduction (/vida/ à /viða/); voiced fricatives do not exist 

within Spanish’s phonemic inventory. 

One could make the argument that Gurevich’s (2004) argument of neutralization is acting 

in the case of fricatives as well, and that language’s tendency to avoid neutralization keeps 

voiceless stops from leniting to the weaker fricative category. Neutralization, however, favors 

homorganic weakenings, and because the only phonemic fricative that exists in one of the three 

examined places of articulation (alveolar), one would expect productions to velar or bilabial 

fricatives, which do not occur, supporting the claim that fricativization does not constitute a 

weakened place on the lenition hierarchy in American English.  

The discrepancy between American English and Spanish’s respective lenition processes 

may also be explained through Lavoie’s (2001) claim that the fricative realizations of Spanish 

voiced stops are pronounced more like approximants. A revised hierarchy for Spanish might read 

(FRICATIVE = VOICELESS STOP) > VOICED STOP > APPROXIMANT > ELISION instead, which matches 

the hierarchy proposed for American English, highlighting the similarity of reductions between 

these two languages. What is observed is that the results of this study most closely conform to 

Hypothesis 3, in which voiceless stops, like those in Spanish, tend to avoid lenition altogether. 

 

5 Conclusion 

This work investigates the factors that condition reduction in in casual speech as it affects 

voiceless stops in American English. Contrary to the results found in a previous study of voiced 

stops (Bouavichith & Davidson 2013), the output of this study shows a distinct lack of reduction 

among voiceless stops /p t k/. The alternate categorical realizations of each target sound are not 

common enough to represent statistical significance. When changes in the manner of articulation 
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are produced, they are realized differently for each target consonant: as voiced stops most often 

for /p/; as fricatives most often for /k/; and, in non-flap environments, as a middle ground 

between the other targets for /t/. These weakenings, like the phonologically predictable /ɾ/ 

realization of /t/ and /d/, are conditioned by stress, most often reducing following a stressed 

syllable. 

The overwhelming lack of non-voiceless stop realizations shows that voiced and 

voiceless stops behave very differently in relation to intervocalic stop lenition, considering 51% 

of post-stress voiced stops lenited to approximants (Bouavichith & Davidson 2013), and only 

18% of post-stress voiceless stops lenited at all (flap positions included for both). This suggests 

that voiceless stops do not lenite due to a lower degree of sonority; paired with the universal 

tendency to avoid phonological neutralization (Gurevich 2004), it appears that the revised 

lenition hierarchy ((FRICATIVE = VOICELESS STOP) > VOICED STOP > APPROXIMANT > ELISION) is a 

commonality to be further explored in examining a greater number of languages and dialects.
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Appendix 

The following words were elicited in this study. For vowel reduction specifications, full vowels 

are marked by their height (H = high, M = mid, L = low); s = schwa. For stress, the designations 

indicate whether stress was on the syllable following or preceding the target consonant. 

Target 
Consonant 

Word V1 V2 Stress 

/p/ deepen H s preceding 
 puppet H s preceding 
 sloppy L H preceding 
 topaz M H preceding 
 moped M M preceding 
 open M s preceding 
 trapeze H H following 
 toupee H M following 
 opaque M M following 
 Japan s H following 
 apart s L following 
 oppose s M following 
 duty H H preceding 
/t/ city H H preceding 
 pita H s preceding 
 Scottish L s preceding 
 cottage L s preceding 
 protein M H preceding 
 Botox M L preceding 
 rotate M M preceding 
 lettuce M s preceding 
 sateen H H following 
 routine M H following 
 saute M M following 
 critique s H following 
 atop s L following 
 baton s L following 
 attest s M following 
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/k/ hiccup H H preceding 
 khaki H H preceding 
 sicken H s preceding 
 taco L M preceding 
 Becky M H preceding 
 tycoon H H following 
 cocaine M M following 
 okay M M following 
 akin s H following 
 accost s L following 
 account s L following 
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